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in its pre-war gala days, but I have seen no such scene
in an opera house as at the premiere of Nero.
The setting in the audience as well as on the stage was
enthralling—policemen with their Napoleonic hats,
officers carrying huge helmets, the fronts of the boxes
garlanded with flowers, everybody standing up in stalls
and boxes until the last moment before the beginning of
each act, and Mascagni being frantically cheered at the
curtains.
The attendants, in black knee-breeches and coats hung
with huge chains of office, ushered into their boxes the
Podesta (the Lord Mayor of Milan), and the Due
Visconti di Modrone, who is also the president of La
Scala, The Duke of Bergamo, cousin of the King of
Italy, wore the uniform of an infantry general; Count
Galeazzo Ciano represented the Government. Not one
word of English did I hear spoken in any of the
entr'actes: the audience seemed to be entirely Italian.
The "hissing" at the beginning of each act is very
noticeable. Be there undue movement or a whispered
word, the hisses begin in the stalls and are taken up
(rather more politely) by the occupants of the first tier of
boxes. The best seats were very expensive, 400 lire for a
stall; the gallery seats were cheap, so as to give the general
public a chance to cheer their hero.
The scenery and production certainly helped along the
music, in which Mascagni essays some Wagnerian
passages: the lighting on the terrace of Nero's golden
palace illuminates the glories of Ancient Rome. The
portly emperor himself was not shown at his worst: he
may get slightly bibulous at times, otherwise he is
portrayed as a sentimental singer to his lyre. There is a
grand orchestral climax to the end of the first act; Nero's

